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RVAS June Meeting Report

Astronomy, Fellowship and Ice Cream
By Bill Dillon
With the Summer Solstice a little more than twenty-four hours away and the promise of free ice
cream and good fellowship, the June monthly meeting attracted a nice crowd of 29 members and 2
guests. The meeting began pretty much on time
(actually RVAS President Dan Chrisman had received assurance from outgoing Secretary Bill Dillon that he was off the clock in honor of the Summer Solstice, a tradition purported to have begun

Outgoing RVAS Vice President Clem Elechi offers
comments as our featured speaker, Bert Herald,
concludes his program on astrophotography.
Photo by Frank Baratta

Members enjoying great fellowship and ice cream during
the June Summer Solstice and Ice Cream Social meeting.

more than 4000 years ago at astronomy meetings
conducted at Stonehenge). As the first order of
business, Dan acknowledged the presence of new
member Harry Kessler and his brother and guest,
Tony Kessler. Also joining in the Club’s Summer
Solstice ceremony was Lauren Martin, wife of
member Michael Martin. Dan encouraged everyone

Photo by Dan Chrisman
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Elected Officers’ Update
By Dan Chrisman, President
Elected Club officers’ terms concluded on June 30. For an orderly transfer of power, Rand Bowden,
Mark Hodges and I formed a Nominating Committee several months ago to identify a full slate of
members willing to be nominated for and elected to office. For the 2017-2018 term, we propose the
following full slate of nominees to serve as officers in the club:
Dwight Holland as President,
John Wenskovitch as Vice President,
Michael Martin as Secretary,
Larry Hill as Treasurer and
Ray Bradley as Member-at-Large.
The Society bylaws mandate waiting fifteen days after publishing this full slate of nominees via the
newsletter to allow for any other member to inform our current Secretary Bill Dillon of your desire
to be nominated. Please specify the office and a brief statement of why you’d like to serve in that
office in an email to secretary@rvasclub.org.
After the fifteen days, the bylaws allow the club to exercise one of two election mechanisms for each
office. If a member is running unopposed, the bylaws allows for “acceptance by acclamation (i.e. a
voice vote)” at the June club meeting (we plan to utilize the next monthly club meeting for this
scenario). Otherwise, we will conduct a balloted election for the office as specified in Sections 7.5 to
7.8 of the bylaws (i.e. emailed ballots, a ballot-return deadline and a Teller Committee to count the
votes and publish the results).
I appreciate having had the opportunity to serve as your President these last two years. As any
current or past officer will tell you, serving in any capacity takes time and dedication. However,
volunteers’ strong support and frequent efforts in all facets of club affairs have made my time
serving rewarding and enjoyable. I encourage all Society members to volunteer as their time allows!

The Roanoke Valley Astronomical Society is a membership organization of amateur astronomers dedicated to the pursuit of observational
and photographic astronomical activities. Meetings are held at 7:30 p.m. on the third Monday of each month. See calendar on last page
of newsletter for location. Meetings are open to the public. Observing sessions are held one or two weekends a month at a dark-sky site.
Yearly dues are: Individual, $20.00; Senior Individual, $18.00; Family, $25.00; Senior Family, $22.00; Student, $10.00. Articles, quotes,
etc. published in the newsletter do not necessarily reflect the views of the RVAS or its editor.
Officers/Executive Committee/Editor/Webmaster
Dan Chrisman, President (president@rvasclub.org )
Clement Elechi, Vice President (vicepresident@rvasclub.org)
Bill Dillon, Secretary (secretary@rvasclub.org)
Larry Hill, Treasurer (treasurer@rvasclub.org)
Ray Bradley, Member at Large (memberatlarge@rvasclub.org)
Michael Good, Immediate Past President (immediatepastpresident@rvasclub.org)
Frank Baratta, Past President (pastpresident@rvasclub.org)
David E. Thomas, RVAS Newsletter Editor (editor@rvasclub.org)
David E. Thomas, Webmaster (webmaster@rvasclub.org)
RVAS web page: http://rvasclub.org
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to sign the attendance sheet which was circulating
throughout the room.
Past President Frank Baratta reminded everyone
to renew their Club membership, and to take advantage of the “Early Bird Discount” by paying reduced annual dues before June 30th. Treasurer
Larry Hill was in attendance at the meeting and
was ready to take dues payments.
Moving on to observing reports, Dan heard moans
and groans regarding the frequent cloudy, rainy
nights since our last meeting. After the moaning
and groaning was over, there were a few observing
reports. John Goss reported on observing globular
cluster Omega Centauri, very low in the southern
sky. Josh and Robin Jones reported viewing M81
and M82 through their 8” Dobsonian. John
Wenskovitch reported on obtaining a very good
double-shadow transit of Io and Europa across the
disk of Jupiter. Michael Martin mentioned that he
had only 108 Messier objects to go, as he had successfully observed M5 and M3. President Dan reminded everyone in attendance to check out Michael Martin’s blog, “Late Night Astronomy”. And
finally, Dan reported to have observed Comet
c/2015 V2 Johnson through his 11” reflector and
his 12x60 binoculars. He described the observations as an indistinct smudge with no visible tail,
very much like a faint Messier object.
At some point in the meeting – remember, no one
was keeping time – Dan called for a break and for
everyone to take advantage of the RVAS-supplied
ice cream and bottled water.
Dan thanked member Rand Bowden for bringing the
ice cream. He offered a special thanks also to
member Carol Mesimer for supplying bowls, spoons
and tablecloths, and for helping Rand with the setup. With Rand scooping ice cream and Frank Baratta taking pictures, the members and guests settled in to some serious and some not so serious conversations and good fellowship.
Eventually realizing that at 37 degrees latitude the
sun will eventually set on Roanoke, even on June
19th, Dan announced a cessation of festivities and a
continuation of the monthly business meeting. He
then introduced the featured speaker for the

Sierra and Ray Bradley collect their cool treats and
toppings from Rand Bowden during a socializing interlude
at the June meeting.
Photo by Frank Baratta

evening, relatively new member Bert Herald who
would complete his two-part presentation begun at
our May meeting on his adventure into astrophotography with, “Part 2: Journey into AP!”. After a
review of his May presentation describing his early
introduction to astronomy, Bert quickly brought us
up to date.
Early experimentation with his iPhone mounted to
his eyepiece produced results which were “pretty
good for an iPhone”, and introduced Bert to several
Apps, including NightCap Pro, Sky Safari, and
iOptron. Bert also described dealing with images
taken with a Canon DSLR where objects would
bounce from one side of the frame to another. The
problem, easily solved, was an incorrectly sized Tring adaptor. Finding the instructions for the proper operation of the mount for his Celestron 9.25”
SCT to be less than user friendly, Bert followed
the tried and true solution, he asked a friend for
help.
Bert’s next challenge was dealing with the Dew that
tends to form on optical equipment during the long
outdoor sessions required for astronomical imaging.
Once again Bert discovered that a solution, a dew
heater, was available………for a price. Being an electrical engineer Bert had the skill to craft his own
rheostat to better control the dew heater.
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In Bert’s words, “image processing is key to producing good astrophotos.” So far he hasn’t had much
luck finding image processing software that is “user
friendly.”
Bert continues to experiment with his astrophotography as he learns through his successes and mistakes how to navigate this journey of his. He hopes
to improve his skill to the point where he can present “half-way decent” astrophotos at future RVAS
meetings.
Dan thanked Bert for his presentation and then
invited attendees to see Rand for ice cream refills.
He then updated the attendees on the status of
the transition of Club Officers. Dan thanked Clem
Elechi for his year of service as Vice President and
Bill Dillon for his two years as Club Secretary. He
then announced that if elected the following members had agreed to serve: John Wenskovitch as
Vice President, Michael Martin as Secretary, Larry
Hill as Treasurer and Ray Bradley as Executive
Committee Member-at-Large. As of the time of
this meeting, no one had offered to be nominated
for the position of Club President.
Dan and Member-at large Ray Bradley quickly reviewed recent Club outreach activities, including:
The Science Museum of Western Virginia’s Math
Day held on May 17th (see the article in the June
newsletter); the Science Museum’s Pre-Eclipse
Party on June 10th attended by Bill Chittenden,
Rene, Darien, Sierra and Ray Bradley, John
Goss and Dan Chrisman; and the STEM Tavern
hosted by the Science Museum at the Soaring
Ridge Craft Brewers, with guest speaker, John
Goss.
Dan then invited his wife Carolyn and Sierra
Bradley to come forward as he presented them
each with the Astronomical League’s Outreach
Award.
Upcoming outreach events include: a public stargaze at Natural Bridge State Park (currently
working on Dark Sky Site designation) on Saturday,
June 24th; an introduction to astronomy and some
observing at the Craig County Library on Friday,
June 30th; the Science Museum hosting a day camp

RVAS President Dan Chrisman delights in the opportunity to confer an Astronomical League Outreach award
to his wife, Carolyn.
Photo by Frank Baratta

with Big Brothers, Big Sisters for 12 middle
school students and their adult partners on Saturday, July 15th; and, still in development and in need
of volunteers, the RVAS Solar Eclipse Local Event
on Monday, August 21st. See this and future newsletters for further information on these outreach
opportunities.
With Rand and Carol having quietly cleaned up and
carried out the leftovers from the ice cream social,
it was time to wrap up the meeting with Frank Baratta’s “What’s Up”, highlighting the near and deep
sky for the month of July, 2017. Departing from
the usual, Frank began by showing the Stargazer’s
Online episode for the week of June 19 th. He then
reviewed general astronomical information, Moon
phases, and notable celestial events for the month,
including the projected positions of Comet c/2015
V2 Johnson just west of Libra on July 1st, 11th and
21st. For additional details of Frank’s presentation,
see the “What’s Up” summary article in this issue,
and the “What’s Up” PowerPoint on the RVAS
website under “Tips and Topics”.
There being no further business for the membership, Dan brought the meeting to a close at more or
less 9:00 P.M.
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Free polishing and grinding laps
to any Amateur Telescope Maker
The laps were for an approximate f/5, 120 inch radius of curvature.
The following polishing and grinding laps are available:
1 - 12 1/2" diameter X 1 1/2" thick Heraus Labstone Dental Plaster
polishing lap with Gugolz 1 x1 channeled pitch on it
1- 12 1/2" diameter X 2 1/2" plywood polishing lap with Gugolz 1X1
channeled pitch on it.
1- 12 1/2" diameter X 2" Heraus Labstone Dental Plaster grinding lap
with 1 X 1 white tiles embedded in it.
All of the pitch and tiles are worn out but the laps can be reused .
I also have a half used box of Heraus Labstone Dental Plaster and some
left over Gugolz pitch in a can.
I live in Fincastle area just off of I-81 so it would be an easy pickup.
Erik Schwendeman
ejs758@ntelos.net
540 355 6917
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Locating Sky Objects Using Right Ascension Sweep
1. The true field of view of the eyepiece, preferably the one of lowest magnification, must be known. To find its true angular field,
point the scope at a star within 5 degrees of the celestial equator. (Suggested stars: Delta Ceti, Delta Orionis, Zeta Virginis, Theta
Aquilae, and Alpha Aquarii.) Time the transit from the east side of the eyepiece field to the west side. Divide that number (minutes of
time) by 4. This will equal the true field in degrees. (Each telescope–eyepiece combination will have a different true field of view.)
or use the formula for timing stars at other declinations:
φ = 15t (cos δ)
where φ is the diameter in decimal minutes of arc
t is the transit time in decimal minutes of time
δ is the declination of the star in decimal degrees
2. Polar align the telescope. First, make sure that the latitude adjustment is set to 37º 16' N (or 37.25º N). Second, make sure the
tripod head is level. (Many scopes come with a bubble level for this purpose.) Next, direct the polar axis towards the north celestial
pole. "Eyeballing it" with respect to the North Star will be good enough for most occasions. Of course, the closer to true North, the
better.
3. Find an easy-to-find guide star within 10º east or west of the target that has approximately the same declination.
4. Nudge the telescope north by the appropriate amount of an eyepiece field if the object is somewhat north of the guide star. Nudge
it south, if the object is somewhat south of the star.
5. Move the telescope east or west, keeping the same declination, but sliding through Right Ascension. Move the number of actual eyepiece fields that equals the angular distance to the object. (Increase that number by 10% to account for slight field overlap.) It might
be more convenient to judge the distance to the object and its location in the starfield while looking through the finderscope field.
6. The target should be in the eyepiece's field.
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RVAS from the Past
By Bill Dillon

Florio which would have established a commission to study the effects of light pollution in

RVAS 25 Years Ago

the Garden State. (Having moved from New

The lead article in the July 1992 edition of
the RVAS newsletter reported on an opportunity for RVAS to co-host with the Science
Museum an August stargaze at Smith Mountain Lake State Park. A great location for
stargazing, about equidistant to Roanoke and
Lynchburg seemed like a no-brainer. Plans
were quickly put together for an August 1

Jersey to Virginia, this writer can tell readers
that the only way to reduce light pollution in
New Jersey is to move the State away from
New York and Philadelphia!)

RVAS 10 Years Ago
A brief report accompanied by a photo in the

st

event.

July 2007 newsletter informed members that
Dr. Ted Bunn of the University of Richmond

The Club’s newly elected officers were announced as Frank Baratta-President; Britt
Rossie-Vice President; Dewey SpanglerSecretary; Lynn Slonaker-Treasurer; and Kev-

had traveled to Roanoke to speak at the June
meeting about cosmic microwave background
radiation and what it tells us about the nature
of the universe.

in Hamilton-Executive Committee Member at-

With Independence Day quickly approaching,

Large. Outgoing officers, George Marshall,

John Goss challenged members to test their

Fred Hoffman and Mark Hodges were thanked

observing skills on the “Patriotic Star” in the

for their time and efforts and were acknowl-

constellation Cygnus. This asterism, actually a

edged as having ended their duties with a So-

grouping of three stars (31 Cygni, 30 Cygni

ciety stronger, larger and more financially

and “C”), if observed slightly de-focused may

sound than when they began.

appear to glow red, white and blue due to

The newsletter included a call for volunteers

their temperature differences.

to help two members with an outreach activi-

The newsletter also included photos and brief

ty. Having recently been contacted by the Vir-

descriptions of Jupiter’s red spot by Michael

ginia Skyline Girl Scout Council, members Rog-

Good, and the ISS and STS-117 passing the

er Poe and Steve Nichols were working on

sickle of Leo by John Goss.

plans for a stargaze to be conducted for up to
125 Girl Scouts at a camp just east of Hillsville, VA. They were looking for additional volunteers to be sure to give everyone enough
time at the eyepiece.

A final article by member Clark Thomas informed members that an easy way to “double
the size of your telescope for free” is to observe on nights of “excellent transparency”!

Lastly, a brief article taken from the International Dark-Sky Association’s April 1992
newsletter bemoaned the killing of a bill in the
New Jersey legislature by Governor James
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K-5 Camps
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SCIENCE MUSEUM OF WESTERN
VIRGINIA PRE-ECLIPSE PARTY
BY SIERRA, RENE, AND DARIEN BRADLEY
On June 10, my parents (Ray and Rene Bradley),
my little brother (Darien), and I set out for the
Pre-Eclipse Party at the Science Museum of Western Virginia. We met up with Dan Chrisman, John
Goss, and Bill Chittenden. Hannah Weiss, Education Manager for the museum, helped us set up tables in a cozy little spot near the main entrance.
Ray took the lead in positioning all the activities
and assigning jobs.
My job was to run our new moon phases game. We
have a board with pegs labeled with the name of
each phase. Two stress balls represent the sun and
the earth. I gave the kids a bunch of ping pong
balls that were painted to show a light side and a
dark side and told them to arrange them according
to the phases of the moon. Darien simulated an
eclipse using only a golf ball and a paper plate.

Ray Bradley demonstrating an eclipse using a model of
the earth and sun.
Photograph by Dan Chrisman

Darien: “My first outreach event was fun, although
a little nerve wrecking. I was hesitant to talk to all
the different people. I had to make several adjustments with my demonstration, taking in the various
age groups and their general knowledge of astronomy. I was positioned at the angular size station,
describing how and object 400 times smaller than
our sun can block it out. I showed children and
adults this with the example of a gold ball and
plate. By holding the plate at arm’s length and the
golf ball a few inches away from your eye, you will
see an object much smaller block out the larger
object. The activity was fun to demonstrate, but it
was hard for me to explain to the different age
groups. With a little more practice, I hope to be a
little more comfortable with it for the next event.”
Ray was working the eclipse model, a basketball
with a small moon attached to it by a wire poked
through the air valve. This model made it easier for
kids to understand how an eclipse is possible. Dan
was promoting our LiTel program, while John talked

Sierra Bradley teaching people the phases of the moon.
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Photograph by Dan Chrisman.
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about safe eclipse viewing and where best to view
it. Rene taught children how to make a pinhole camera in preparation for the eclipse.
Rene: “The crowd seemed a little lighter at this
event, possibly due to the beautiful weather. We
did have a few eager learners, though. Once they
went through the moon phases and the process of
the solar eclipse, the children came to my table to
learn how to safely view the solar eclipse using a
pinhole camera made from an index card.”
Last, but certainly not least, Bill helped to set up
our booth while familiarizing himself with the activities.
After we got all that in order, the only thing left to
do was set up our solar scopes on the roof. Or so
we thought. A Center in the Square fundraising
event had already reserved the rooftop. No matter!
We quickly moved on to Option #2: display the
scopes at the tables. It’s as they say: the show
must go on. With special thanks to Hannah Weiss,
we were able to set up extra tables for the scopes.
With everything finally in place, we had time to
take in the beauty of the day. Clear skies; sunny
but not too hot. A perfect summer’s day. Perhaps a
little too perfect… It was the kind of day that
most people wouldn’t spend indoors. Being cooped up
inside with no rooftop viewing, we were certainly at
a disadvantage. However, we had about 20 people
visit while we were there, from 10am to 1pm. They
seemed very excited to try out our new games. Every child that passed by left excited about the
eclipse. We made sure to also teach our visitors the
dangers of looking at the sun.
There were a few programs produced by NASA and
presented by Virginia Tech staff in the museum
planetarium. After each program, visitors were led
to classrooms where they made solar viewing glasses. During these programs, Darien and I took the
chance to see what else the Pre-Eclipse party had

John Goss informing visitors of our LiTel program.
Photograph by Dan Chrisman

to offer. Right above us was a booth hosted by two
volunteers from Virginia Tech. They had several
cool experiments on display that explained why
stars twinkled and planets don’t. They used a laser
to represent stars and an old, antique slide projector to represent planets. Each emitted a beam of
light which passed through a bowl of water. The
tightly focused laser beam came out the other side
onto a white screen, twinkling like a star with every
vibration in the water. The slide projector’s round
beam was too large to see much effect from these
vibrations just as are planetary disks when seen
through our shimmering atmosphere. After they
demonstrated all this, we returned to our own
booth downstairs just as the next wave of visitors
came through.
Darien and I went off a couple times between programs to explore the museum, sneaking a peek at
the roof every so often. Even without the opportunity to use the solar scopes, we had an excellent
day. Next stop: solar eclipse!
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Welcome Mat
The Society bids a warm and cordial welcome to Harry Kessler, a Fincastle native who lives in SW Roanoke
County. He joined in May with an Individual membership. Harry and his wife, Lynne, moved to Roanoke in
1986 from Newport News. He’s a Hearing Aid Specialist and has been with Beltone for 27 years; Lynne’s
been a private piano teacher for 37 years and is active in the Roanoke Valley Music Teachers Association.
The Kesslers have two married children and are proud grandparents several times over. Harry learned about
the RVAS through the Internet several years ago. He’s always being interested in the stars, but it was while
a Boy Scout in Racine, Wisconsin, that a field trip to a small observatory and views of Jupiter “blew him
away” and truly hooked him. It wasn’t long before he’d saved enough to buy a Tasco, the first of several telescopes he’s owned over the years. Last December Harry saved a perfectly good Celestron 70mm refractor
from disposal by a neighbor who was moving. He adapted it to another scope’s equatorial mount, added a
webcam and yielded views of Jupiter that spurred an interest in astrophotography—and checking out the
RVAS! He says that our May meeting’s What’s Up?, Deep-Sky and astrophotography programs “pushed all his
buttons.” He’s hoping that connecting with other members will offer opportunities for observing as well as
adding the “astro” component to his current photography skills.
Harry, we’re glad to have you with us! Thanks for joining. We hope you’ll become a regular at our meetings
and activities. And regarding astrophotography, you’ll find a number of members eager to share their experience and insights with you.

Welcome Mat
The Society bids a warm and cordial welcome to Richard, Margaret and Erin Moran, of Salem, who joined
with a Family membership in April. A native of Ramsey, NJ, Richard grew up in nearby Suffern, NY, while
Margaret’s from Baldwin, PA, a borough in the Pittsburgh metro area. He’s a Vietnam veteran who retired in
2005 after working in commercial banking and the title insurance industry. Margaret was an elementary education instructional assistant until her retirement a year ago. Erin, born in during the couple’s time in Columbia, MD, in the early 1990s, works in geriatric residential services. Among the family members, Richard is
the most taken with astronomy, though Margaret also enjoys a clear night under the stars. In 1999 Margaret deepened his interest by presenting him with a Meade 70EXT telescope, which served him well until a
year or so ago when it suffered an irreparable malfunction. This led to a gift from Margaret and Erin of a
Celestron 130 SLT computerized Newtonian, his present telescope, which he thoroughly enjoys. Given the
sky glow in his part of Salem, Richard observes in Greenhill Park, and even obtained a permit to do so at any
time. But stargazing recently while staying at a B&B in Floyd County has certainly whetted his appetite for
darker skies. Richard would like to get into astrophotography and is hoping that in joining the RVAS he can
learn from others’ knowledge and experience. Richard’s other interests include flying, and both he and Margaret (a gourmet cook) enjoy nature walks, reading and travel.
The RVAS is pleased to number Richard, Margaret and Erin among our members. Thanks to all of you for
joining! We’re sure you’ll find the club to be friendly and welcoming, with other members ready to share
what they know and fellowship under the stars!
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July 23-29, 2017

This summer, July 23-29, we are hosting our fourth annual Maine Astronomy Retreat at
Medomak Retreat Center in Washington, Maine. The Center has some of the darkest skies in
the Northeast, with a limiting visual magnitude of 6.3 (SQM value: 21.3 MPSAS).
For six nights you will be able to revel under our expansive dark skies - we will have telescopes
on hand and encourage you to bring yours, too. During the day, in addition to engaging lectures
and programs by our expert facilitators, you can enjoy the use of our facilities, including a waterfront with canoes, kayaks and sailboats, tennis and basketball courts.
The retreat is led by J. Kelly Beatty, Sky & Telescope's senior editor, and Bruce Berger, director of Amateur Telescope Makers of Boston Research and Imaging Observatory; Our special
guests will be Rick Binzel, Professor of Planetary Sciences at M.I.T. and co-investigator on the
New Horizons mission, Babak Tafreshi, founder of The World at Night and nightscape
photographer for the National Geographic image collection.
There’s no need to bring a tent, sleep in a sleeping bag, or eat uninspired food. Medomak has
comfortable, private cabins with real beds, hot showers, and electricity, as well as delicious, locally-sourced meals prepared on the premises. And it's all included in your tuition.
Visit our website at, http://www.astronomyretreat.com, for more details, and to register.
If you have any questions, please feel free to give us a call at 1-866-MEDOMAK.
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2017 SARA Annual Conference

The Annual SARA Conference will be held July 23 thru July
26, 2017 at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in
Green Bank, West Virginia. The conference is open to members and non-members with an interest in radio astronomy
observations.
The keynote speaker for the 2017 conference is Dale Gary,
Distinguished Professor in Physics at New Jersey Institute
of Technology (NJIT), and Director of Solar Observatories.

Details about the Conference
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STEM Tavern at
Soaring Ridge Craft Brewers

For the Science Museum’s July 14th STEM Tavern at Soaring Ridge Craft Brewers, John Goss discusses the solar eclipse
and unexpected scientific discoveries to a crowd of over fifty food-truck-fueled attendees including Rick Rader, Mark
Hodges, Genevieve Goss, Carolyn Chrisman, Fred Hoffman and Ray Bradley.
Photo by Dan Chrisman

RVAS Membership Renewals
All RVAS memberships expired on June 30 th. Thanks to everyone who has already renewed. If you
haven’t sent your renewal yet, please do so as soon as possible. Annual membership dues are:
Family -- $25.00
Senior Family (65 or older) -- $22.00
Individual -- $20.00
Senior Individual (65 or older) -- $18.00
Student -- $10.00
Make your check to “RVAS” for the appropriate amount and send it to Larry Hill, 5220 Hawkbill Circle,
Roanoke, VA 24018; or bring it with you to the July 18th monthly meeting.
An updated membership list showing everyone’s current membership type was emailed to all members.
Need another copy or have questions? Call the RVAS Message Line, 540-774-5651.
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Member Observation

Sagittarius Region
By Dave Thomas

I made a unguided test photo of the Sagittarius region of the Milky Way on the evening of June 27 using an iOptron SkyGuide
pro Camera Mount in the equatorial mode. I used a Canon T3i dslr at f/8, 311 sec exposure, ISO-800, and 18mm Focal length
to make the photo. I cropped the photo and adjusted the brightness and contrast using the Corel Paint Shop Pro software.
I aligned the mount using a compass and adjusting the drive for the Lynchburg latitude. The drive speed was set at the sidereal rate. The drive performed well and the star images were round, even after the more than five minute exposure.
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Get Connected!
Want to be more in touch with other RVAS members? Join the RVAS Yahoo Group! Share last-minute
observing plans, articles, ideas, astrophotos—you name it. You’ll need to have or create a Yahoo email address. Click the link below. Once logged in, provide the information requested, including your real name
since the group is only for members and those invited. You’ll receive an acknowledgement from the moderator.
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/RVAS_Club/info
For assistance, call the RVAS Message Line (540-774-5651). We’ll have you connected in no time!

Use Our Message Line!
Want to check whether anyone is getting out on a scheduled observing session night or share that you’re
planning to do so? Have questions about the club or need its assistance? Call the RVAS Message Line,
540-774-5651, and leave a message or listen for any information available.
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Monthly Calendar
MONTHLY MEETING: Monday, July 17th, 7:30 p.m., Classroom A, 3rd floor, Center on Church, Downtown Roanoke. We’ve had a bit of an eleventh-hour change. We had hoped to have a return visit by Steve
Conard, who was to talk about the subject of spectroscopy. Circumstances, however, have instead taken Steve to Argentina. We’ll announce our updated program plans for the July meeting as soon as possible.
RVAS WEEKEND OBSERVING OPPORTUNITIES: RVAS members observe from various sites. Cahas Knob
Overlook, at milepost 139 on the Blue Ridge Parkway, is the traditional location most frequented. For updates
on members’ observing plans, log onto the RVAS Yahoo Group (RVAS members only) and/or call the RVAS
Message Line, 540-774-5651, about an hour before sunset on the indicated dates.
-- Friday and Saturday, July 14th and 15th. Sunset is at 8:40p.m. Astronomical twilight ends at 10:29 p.m.
The Moon rises at 12:07 and 12:41 a.m., respectively.
-- Friday and Saturday, July 21st and 22nd. Sunset is at 8:36 p.m. Astronomical twilight ends at 10:22
p.m. The Moon sets at 7:00 and 7:59 p.m., respectively.
-- Future Weekend Observing Opportunities: August 11th and 12th; August 18th and 19th.
ROANOKE CITY PARKS and RECREATION PUBLIC STARGAZE: No session scheduled for July. The
next session is August 19 th, 9:00 p.m., Cahas Knob Overlook, milepost 139, Blue Ridge Parkway. Nonmembers
must register with Parks & Rec. at 540-853-2236. Members can call 540-774-5651 for information.

Astro-Quiz
The ancient astronomer Claudius Ptolemaeus (“Ptolemy”) listed 48 constellations in his work, the “Almagest,”
all but one of which are still recognized. Which one isn’t and why did it fail to survive?
Answer to Last Month’s Quiz: Last month we asked for the Moon’s phase when it’s located ahead of us along
the direction Earth is orbiting the Sun, and how long it will be before the Earth reaches the point where the
Moon had been. Seen from what we define as “north” the Earth orbits the Sun counter-clockwise, accompanied by the Moon, which likewise orbits the Earth counter-clockwise. We know it’s “Full” when Earth is between the Sun and the Moon, and the opposite, or “New,” when the Moon is between the Sun and Earth. Progressing counter-clockwise the Moon reaches “Last Quarter” between Full and New, placing the Moon ahead
of Earth. Using 92,955,807 miles for Earth’s distance from the Sun (the “Astronomical Unit” or “AU”),
238,900 miles for the Moon’s distance from the Earth, and 365.25 days for the year, we can compute that
Earth will reach the spot where the Moon had been at Last Quarter in 3 hours and 35 minutes. Congratulations to Harry Montoro for once again submitting the correct answer! Have an answer to this month’s quiz
(or a future question and answer to suggest)? E-mail it to astroquiz@rvasclub.org!
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